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Sri Subha Mangala Vivaha Muhurta, at Bangalore: 

[Bride: Chart Pi As 47, Bridegroom: Chart Ar As 48] 
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 This is a Pisces Asdt Chart, with the MEP [Most Effective 

Point] at 27º 19΄.An almost 100% powerful Benefic Ju, aspects 

the Asdt House [IH], from the IXH of fortune. Ma, ruling the 

IIH of family cohesion, wealth, and professional status, in 

exalted in the XIH of income and gains. The Mo, ruling the VH 

of children and emotional intelligence, is also well placed in the 

XIH. In the Navamsa Div Chart, which also has a Pisces Asdt, 

Ju, from the Malefic VIH, is seen to aspect the Mo and the Su, 

and Ma, as well. Me, also aspects the Asdt, and brings in the 

Blessings. The Vimshottari Dasa Astrological Clock Time is 

also shown in terms of main periods and sub-periods. This 

marriage is scheduled to take place in the Ra-Me sub-period, 

very appropriately, as Me, ruling the VIIH of the Rasi Chart, 

naturally signifies the Spouse. The Me sub-period runs from 

June 2010 to Dec 2012. 

Functional Malefic Planets [FMs] for a Pisces Asdt:  

[1]Su, ruling the Malefic VIH,  

[2]Ve ruling the Most Malefic VIIIH, and  

[3]Sa, ruling the Malefic XIIH, and  

[4]Ra, placed in the IVH, and  

[5] Ke placed in the XH. 

The Functional Benefic Planets [FBs] for the Pisces Asdt are:  

[1]Ma, rules the IIH, and is exalted in the XIH of income, 
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[2]Ju rules the XH of the profession, is in the IXH, 

[3]Mo rules the VH of progeny and emotional intelligence, 

[4]Me ruling the VIIH of Marital Relationship [and representing 

the Spouse] is well placed in the XH [Almost 100% strong].  

Weak FBs are shown in Pink color, strong FBs are shown in 

Green color. Ju, and Me are actually, only a trifle less than 

100% strong, so we may as well consider Ju & Me to be 100% 

strong-hence Green color is used for them, here.  

Table of Strength of Planets: 

Each Planet actually stands for a Cosmic Life Energy, and 

maybe Malefic or Benefic. Each of these Energies is tested for 

ten different ‘strengths’ and it is only when a Cosmic Life 

Energy  passes every one of these ten tests, that it is actually 

considered ‘Strong’, etc. This is the Systems Approach to Vedic 

Astrology [SA], and in this Approach, tests of Planetary 

Strength are very stringent. ‘A strong’ Planet in the SA is 

actually, very strong. 

Afflictions in the Chart:  

[1] The FM, Ra afflicts natal Sa, closely from the IVH. There 

are no other afflictions in this Chart. 

Ve, is the significator for marital happiness, comforts and 

luxuries [especially in a man’s Chart], whereas in a woman’s 

Chart, Ju is the Prime Determinant for the husband. In a general 
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sense, Marital happiness is more easily secured when these two 

variables are strong in the Natal Charts. 

   

   

  

Groom, Chart Ar As 48 
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 This is an Aries Asdt Chart, with the Most Effective Point 

[MEP] at 27º 34΄. You must imagine that in every  House [H], 

and there are 12 Hs in all, there is this ‘MEP’- even though, it 

may not be explicitly shown. MEPs carry the ‘Life’ of that H. 

The FBs, which are strong are: Ju, ruling the IXH, and placed 

exalted in the IVH [this is likely to give overseas residence].Mo, 

ruling the IVH, is strongly placed in the XH, and is involved in a 

magnificent RajaYoga with the Lord of the IXH, namely Ju. The 

Su, ruling the VH of progeny is well-placed in the Asdt H, and 

Sa, ruling the XIH of friends and income is Retrograde and 

placed in the VH. Other FBs are weak, like Ve ruling the VIIH 

of the spouse is in the XIIH, Ma, the Asdt Lord is also placed in 

the XIIH. 

So too Me, a FM Planet, ruling the VIH, ruling organs of the 

lower abdomen is placed weakly in the XIIH, and in its 

Debilitation Sign. Me is really very weak. Because Me is badly 

placed in the XIIH, we may consider Me and the VIH to be 

‘afflicted’, in principle. 

Here, we may note that, Ve in the XIIH is never considered bad, 

even though, all other planets, when weakly placed in the XIIH, 

generally suffer, and give less of their Grace.  

Ra, a FM, is seen to afflict the Asdt MEP closely, but this is not 

such a serious affliction. 

Both the Moons are Benefic and are in the Uttarashadha 

Nakshatra.           
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With these brief remarks we pass to ‘time-frame’ & other 

restrictions  placed on the Vivaha Muhurta, as these will become 

binding on us. 

Restrictions placed by the Client:  

[1]Muhurtas falling on Tuesdays & Saturdays to be avoided, 

[2]Muhurtas falling in the Tithis: Navami, Amavasya, to be 

excluded, 

[3]Muhurta time before 9:00AM to be avoided, 

[4] ‘Sraaddha’ Ceremony of Grandfather [falling on Jan 22nd, 

2011], implies Jan 22nd, as well as Jan 21st, and Jan 23rd, to be 

avoided. 

Restrictions[self-imposed], due to adverse Malefic Transits: 

[1]Sub-periods [Bhuktis] for the Groom and Bride: 

For the Groom, the Su sub-period will be running, between Nov 

2010, & Oct 2011.[See strength of the Su in the Table on Pg 

4].Su is well-placed exalted in the Asdt House. 

For the Bride, the Me, sub-period will be running, between June 

2010, and Dec 2012.[See strength of Me in the Table on Pg 

1].Me is well-placed in the XH, and though shown Pink, it is 

almost 100% strong, hence the color has been changed. 

Both sub-period Lords, in their respective Rasi Charts are 

Benefic, and these sub-periods are auspicious. 
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[2] Tr Mercury is Retrograde from Dec 11th, to Dec 30th, 2010. 

On account of this Retrogression [during such motion, the 

Cosmic Life Energy, represented by the FB Planet Me, and 

‘which is expected to deliver the life partner’ to the Bride, will 

be “curled inwards” during such Retrograde motion, so, this 

time frame will not be conducive to the ‘manifestation’ of that 

Cosmic Life Energy in the outer life of the Bride. Hence this 

period is excluded. 

[3]Ju is the foremost Planet of Divine Grace in Vedic Astrology. 

It stands for the Sattvic Cosmic Life Energy, called Ganesha, by 

the Hindus. Between Dec 5th, 2010 and Jan 2011, Tr Ju is weak, 

as it just starts coming into Pisces, the Asdt Sign of the Bride. 

After Jan 18th, this Tr Ju becomes 100 % strong. As the Bride’s 

Ju is anyhow almost 100% strong [Pl see her Table of Planetary 

Strengths on Pg 1]in her Natal Chart, I wanted her Tr Ju not only 

to come into her Asdt House, on the day of her marriage, but 

also be strong, so, such a favorable position is reached after Jan 

18th , 2011.  

[4] The Bride’s Natal Ke and Natal Ra are at 10º 35΄ in the 

Signs Sagittarius and Gemini respectively. However, Tr Nodes, 

Ra and Ke were also around the same positions, so they would 

afflict the Natal positions of the Nodes, and usually, this 

manifests as excessive stress, so, it will be to our advantage to 

wait, for the affliction from the Tr Nodes, to pass. By Jan 21st, 

this Affliction from Tr Ra and Tr Ke passes. 
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It is a Monday , a day which is auspicious to both Bride and 

Groom. The Tithi is Krishna Trayodasi. ‘Purvashadha’ 

Nakshatra.You can see from the adjacent Table of Astrological 

Clock Time that, the auspicious Ve Dasa is running, and within it, 

the Ve-Ve sub-period is running. Importantly, in the Navamsa Div 

Chart, Ve aspects the Asdt, which is Tula or Libra, highly favorable 

for marital settlement. In this Vivaha Subha Muhurta1, Ma is seen 

to throw its 4
th

 aspect onto the Asdt. Though Ma is auspicious and 

a FB Planet, for the Groom and as well as for the Bride, as this 

strong exalted Ma, aspects the Asdt MEP on that day, one has to 

be more deliberate, inward drawn, as this strong Ma energy, in the 

absence of the practice of such Awareness, might unleash, 

rashness, anger, impulsiveness, impatience, and also excessive 

passion. The actual ceremony may begin an hour or two before, as 

this is the Climax of the Vivaha Muhurta. 

All clocks should be synchronized with the IST, by dialing the BSNL 

Land Line 174, so that even one minute is not missed.   

This is Vivaha Subha Muhurta1. It 

shows an Aries Asdt, with the MEP at 

20º 14΄. The peak of the Vivaha Subha 

Muhurta1 on that day is between 

[12:11PM to 12: 21PM (around Noon 

Time)], so this is the ‘Mangalya Sutra 

Dharanam’, which is the nucleus of all 

the Vivaha Samskaras.  
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Vivaha Subha Muhurta2: Feb 13
th

, 2011.Sunday, Shukla Dasami[Tithi], 

Rohini Nakshatra. Mesha Lagna. The Su is weak, even though it is Sunday. 

Every Muhurta will have some strengths, and also side by side, some 

weaknesses, as no Muhurta can be perfect. The Mo-Ve sub-period is 

running. See the Table of Astrological Clock Time, in the adjacent place. 

The peak of the Muhurta, corresponds to the Muhurta Window: 

[10:09AM to 10:19AM].This means, the elaborate ceremonies can begin 

some one or two Hrs before. All clocks must be synchronized with the IST 

[Indian Standard Time], by dialing the BSNL Land Line # 174, and 

ascertaining the IST, and doing the Sync. The strong Mo shows excellent 

hospitality, that may be extended to the guests of that day, who come to 

grace that occasion, while the conspicuous weak Su, may show, a patent, 

absence of an ‘Royal Aura’, created by people in power coming, etc. Note 

that in the previous Muhurta, the Su was very strong, so, that Muhurta 

would have that ‘Royal Aura’ that goes with a strong Benefic Sun. 
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 Another Muhurta, for Illustration purposes:    
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 The above Muhurta[Vivaha Subha Muhurta4] is an 

excellent Vivaha Muhurta, with almost all FBs, strong. As the 

Table of Planetary Strengths shows, even Me, Ju and Sa are 

indeed strong, almost 100%, since they are only a trifle weak. 

The highly auspicious Me-Ve sub-period is running, which is 

highly favorable. Ju is also some 90% strong. 

Dissatisfied with the two Vivaha Muhurtas, which I arrived at, I 

started my search again, and found this Muhurta. Unfortunately, 

the Ra and Ke in this Muhurta Chart, cause an affliction to both 

your Charts, so I am unable to recommend the same to you. This 

illustration was brought in only to show, how difficult it is to 

arrive at an auspicious Muhurta. Muhurtas are some of the 

hardest things-very time consuming. Just for your education. 

 

Subha Mangala Vivaha Prapti Rastu| 

Sampurna Anugraha Siddhi Rastu|| 

  


